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SAY NO CAMPAIGN COLLECTIVE ACTION 
AGAINST CORRUPTION MARCH

I
n commemoration of the International 

Anti-Corruption day; Say No Campaign, a 

c o a l i t i o n  o f  n o n - g o v e r n m e n t a l 

organizations advocating against Corruption 

and Impunity held a protest march in the Federal 

Capital Territory, Abuja on Friday, 8th 

December 2017.

The protest march termed; 'Collective Action 

Against Corruption' had participants converge 

at the Unity Fountain Abuja from where they 

marched to the federal secretariat carrying 

banners, placards, wearing T-shirts with various 

inscriptions sensitizing Nigerians on the ills of 

corruption, expressing dissatisfaction with the 

handling of critical corruption cases, stating 

demands for the anti-corruption fight and 

reiterating the need for all Nigerians to join and 

own the process of the anti-corruption fight. 

At the commencement of the march, co-

conveners of Say No Campaign addressed 

participants on the relevance of the protest 

march and the overall objective of the 

International Anti-corruption Day. Participants 

were admonished to actively engage political 

leaders and public institutions to ensure quality 

leadership and delivery of service. The necessity 

of organised protest and the unification of voices 

to pressurize government to deliver on 

democra t ica l ly  accep tab le  ga ins  was 

highlighted and emphasized also. The 

conveners stressed on the need for citizens to 

monitor government activities, policies, budget, 

expenditure and implementation to ensure that 

they are in tandem with the needs of the masses. 

Co-conveners also advised Nigerians against 

political apathy, emphasizing that corruption 

will only thrive amid silence and public display 
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of gross indifference. They maintained that the 

masses are at the receiving end of the effects of 

corruption, noting that the consequences of 

corruption can be seen in the dilapidated public 

infrastructures, failed healthcare system, death-

trap roads, non-payment of salaries however 

meagre, erratic power supply, unproductive 

educational system, non-implementation of 

projects and a total failure of government 

altogether. 

Addressing the media, Co-conveners of Say No 

Campaign stressed that commemoration of the 

International Anti-corruption day affords the 

leadership of the country, an opportunity for 

repentance and total cleansing of the system. It 

affords them the chance to assess the anti-

corruption fight, reflect on challenges 

diminishing the fight and reinvigorate the 

commitment to tackle corruption in the country 

they noted. Additionally, it also avails citizens, 

especially civil societies and media, the 

opportunity to renew strength and steer the 

wheels of the crusade in the right direction for 

sustainability. 

Participants expressed their disappointment 

with the on-going fight against corruption in the 

country with peaceful demonstrations through 

the streets of Abuja with the support of state 

security operatives to the Federal Secretariat.

Concluding the march at  the Federal 

Secretariat, participants challenged the 

government of Nigeria to intensify its 

commitment to eradicate corruption in the 

country by upholding accountability and 

ensuring justice for every Nigerian. Participants 

also expressed their resolve to actively engage 

the anti-corruption fight by demanding for the 

prosecution and conviction of corrupt officials 

perceived to be most favoured by the current 

leadership of the country. 

Participants promised more protests and 

clamour for good leadership and adequate 

implementation of projects by governments. 

Similarly, participants resolved to utilize their 

voting power more wisely in electing credible 

representatives in subsequent elections to be 

held in the country.

The march witnessed a unification of voices of 

civil society organizations, labour groups, 

security operatives, media partners and private 

citizens concerned about eradicating corruption 

from Nigeria and addressing the challenges of 

the ongoing anticorruption fight. Individuals 

expressed their disappointments with the 

progression of the anti-corruption campaign. 

They challenged the government to pick up 

momentum in the fight against corruption and 

resolved to intensify their demands for a better 

society.    

Say No Campaign.... Collective March against..
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UNPACKING CORRUPTION ISSUES IN IDP CAMPS 

IN NORTH-EAST

S
ay No Campaign in collaboration with 

the Centre for Peace Studies, Modibbo 

Adama University of Technology Yola, 

held a town hall meeting at Homtel Derivatives 

and Suites Yola, Adamawa state. The event 

which was supported by the MacArthur 

Foundation, had participants from IDP camps, 

Academia, Civil Society Organizations, 

Religious Groups, State Government Officials 

and private individuals in the North-East region 

of Nigeria in attendance. The town hall 

discussion which was centred upon corruption 

issues in IDP camps in the North-East region of 

Nigeria;  had part icipants deliberating 

extensively on issues relating to transparency 

and accountability in the distribution of 

humanitarian resources to IDP camps, food 

relief and medical supplies, disbursement and 

utilization of funds, sexual assault and 

exploitation perpetrated by camp officials and 

security operatives and also, insecurity and 

sanitary conditions in the camps.

Implicat ing revelat ions were made as 

participants noted that, corruption in IDP camps 

is a systemic problem involving a collaboration 

of critical stakeholders of IDP camps which 

include; the government, INGOs, CSOs and 

Camp Officials. From the point of supply of 

relief materials, transit, and at the camp itself, 

officials connived to divert supplies and 

commercialize them for personal gains. 

It was reported that Civil Society Organizations 

(CSOs) received funds from foreign donors to 

supply food and medical relief to IDP camps, but 

rather than deliver, they merely hoisted banners 

to feign delivery while these materials ended up 

in private clinics and market places respectively. 

Other disturbing issues such as sexual 

exploitation and assault of women and children 

were also deliberated upon as well. Individuals 

from IDP camps noted that camp officials, 

security operatives and CBOs working at these 

camps sexually harass women and girls; 

soliciting for sexual favours in exchange for 

food and other materials. This has resulted to an 

alarming increase in cases of HIV positive 

pregnant women in these communities 

participants learnt. Participants therefore called 

on the government to ensure justice for the 

victims, stating their displeasure with the delay 

in the outcome of the investigation of rape by 



security operatives in IDPs ordered by the 

President since October 2016.

Participants advised stakeholders to set up a 

Corruption Monitoring Unit to amongst other 

things, monitor and track provision and 

distribution of relief materials, investigate 

issues of corruption in IDP camps around 

the region and demand for accountability 

and justice. The media was encouraged to 

engage in investigative journalism, to 

report facts and shadow the reports 

provided by government in the affairs of 

IDP camps, rather than rely on press 

statements from government officials on 

the state of IDP camps in the North East 

region or other issues of corruption. 

Similarly, participants agreed that CSOs need to 
build the capacity to actively engage in citizen 
journalism, so as to mobilize Nigerians in a 
collective effort against corrupt practices in the 

 camps, communities and states.  

WE NEED TO DECLARE NATIONAL EMERGENCY ON 

SEXUAL VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 
AND CHILDREN Esther Uzoma

E
sther Uzoma of Gender Proactive 

Initiative has decried the nonchalant 

attitude of government towards the 

incessant cases of rape and sexual violence 

against women, especially in Internally 

Displaced Persons' camp and sexual violation of 

minors. 

While speaking on the #DoroCorruption radio 

program put together by Say No Campaign, the 

veteran human rights activist lamented the 

moral decadence among security personnel and 

coordinators of IDPs in the North East; stating 

that it is quite embarrassing that the military 

who are charged with providing security to 

victims of terrorist acts engage in such vile act 

of sexual violence and solicitations in exchange 
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for food and shelter from the most vulnerable in 

our society. She went further by vehemently 

condemning the security officials for cruelly 

Esther Uzoma



taking advantage of the internally displaced 

persons, inflicting unimaginable pain and 

trauma on them and emphasized that justice 

must take its full course with perpetrators of 

this heinous act. 

�
Human Rights Watch reported that 66% of 

w o m e n  i n  I D P c a m p s  a r e  s e x u a l l y 

marginalized and that security personnel and 

coordinators of the camps sexually exploit 

women in exchange for food and medication 

she said. She went further, stating that, the 

reality in IDP camps tells you how bad things 

really are in Nigeria. It is so damning that a 

foreign Human Rights activist once accused 

Nigerians of tolerating sexual crime and 

violation of women she added. When the rape 

cases at IDPs were reported, the Minister of 

Women Affairs was quick to react against it, but 

nothing has been done to demand justice for 

victims of this crime perpetrated by the Army, 

Police and Camp Coordinators respectively. 

The government is unconcerned about sexual 

crimes against women perhaps because there 

are no billions of naira scandal involved she 

concluded saying.

She opined that Nigeria should declare a state of 

emergency on sexual violence against women 

and children, adding that Gender Proactive 

Initiative is taking the lead by investigating 

cases and building evidences to charge suspects 

to court in demanding for justice for victims of 

rape and molestations. She further stated that 

the organization will spare no one found 

culpable, not even security operatives and 

concluded by saying that, victims of rape need 

to reach out for help as only then can the 

organization assist.
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CITIZENS SHOULD USE SOCIAL MEDIA TO FIGHT 
CORRUPTION

 

-
 

”P.A to the president on Digital / Online Media
 

T
he Personal Assistant to the President 

on Digital / Online media; Lauretta 

Onochie has called on Nigerians to 

engage the anti-corruption fight using the social 

media, stressing that citizens can utilize the 

social media to expose corrupt practices by 

posting or reporting cases of corruption 

witnessed and amplifying them until they get to 

the appropriate authorities for necessary action. 

She made the statement while appearing as a 

guest during the weekly #DoroCorruption radio 

program on Wazobia FM put together by Say 

No campaign Nigeria. 

In her words; “When you see any case of 

corruption and do not have access to any of the 

anti-corruption agencies, besides calling 

Lauretta Onochie”
PA to the President on Digital/Online Media

SERVICOM to report it, you can post it on your 

page.” She went further saying, “When you do 

that other people will share and retweet it and 

before you know it, it will begin to trend. It will 

get to the relevant authorities and they will have 

no choice than to investigate it and take 

necessary action. The important thing is to use 

social media to begin to report corrupt things we 

witness.”

Responding to a question on how the 

government is using social media to fight 

corruption, she stated that, as the personal 

adviser to the president on social media, she 

monitors conversations by Nigerians on social 

media and reports the views of the people 

directly to the President. Adding that, any 

reported corruption issue upon verification by 

her gets channelled to the appropriate 

authorities for investigation and necessary 

action. 

Ms. Onochie also stated that, the fight against 

co r rup t ion  mus t  beg in  wi th  c i t i zens 

understanding the concept of corruption itself 

and realizing their contribution in promoting 

corrupt practices. She noted that by requesting 

personal favours from public officials on the 

basis of filial affiliations, citizens themselves 

participate in promoting corrupt practices. 

“People don't understand the multifaceted forms 

of corruption. People think it is only when you 

bribe policemen to arrest and batter your 

neighbour on personal grudge that you 

participate in corruption. However, when civil 

#Dorocorruption volume 1, issue 2
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servants stall contractors' payment by hiding 

their files because the contractors failed to give 

them bribes; when recruitment or application 

forms are available for free and you hoard them 

only to release to persons willing to give bribes; 

when you engage in or encourage nepotism, 

favouring some segment of people based on 

your relationships with them, for public offices 

or any appointment; these are all forms of 

corruption that even the masses are guilty of” 

she said.

She further noted that, the impatient attitude of 

most Nigerians; who always want to 'cut 

corners' fuels corrupt practices among public 

officers who capitalize on that to demand for 

bribes. Thus, she advised Nigerians to slow 

down and avoid asking for favours from public 

officers.

“They (corrupt officials) know that Nigerians 

are always in a rush to get things done, so they 

take advantage of that. We need to realize that 

everything has a process it takes and we need to 

follow due process at all times in our dealings. 

When we are not patient, we end up fuelling 

these corrupt practices in our offices” she stated.

Finally, she advised Nigerians to develop the 

habit of follow-up. According to her, Nigerians 

should not stop at reporting corruption cases to 

EFCC or SERVICOM only, but should also 

learn to doggedly follow up reports and 

petitions for answers and actions. She admitted 

that although it might be daunting at the initial 

stage, but persistently following up reported 

cases and petitions does eventually pay off. 

T
he Director-General of National 

Orientation Agency (NOA) Garba 

Abari has stated the NOA's desire to 

work with civil society groups to deepen 

citizens' engagement with government. He 

acknowledged that, the dearth of information on 

activities of government among citizens impede 

citizens' ability to ask relevant questions and 

demand accountability. 

Thus, he stated that the agency is working to 

bridge the gap between government and citizens 

as per its mandate. Also, that Civil Society 

Organizations (CSOs) are a crucial part of its 

strategy. 

He disclosed this at a meeting convened to 

discuss ways of effective collaboration at 
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WE NEED TO HOLD GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABLE, 
NIGERIANS SHOULD ASK QUESTIONS 

strengthening citizen's engagement on anti-

corruption with the Say No Campaign 

Organization in Abuja.

At the meeting, Mr. Abari emphasized the 

agency's willingness to operate an open 

- DG NOA







government partnership and liaise with CSOs 

to educate Nigerians at the grassroot and 

e m p o w e r  t h e m  t o  h o l d  g o v e r n m e n t 

accountable. 

“It is not out of place to say that the fight against 

corruption in this country must not just be a 

government fight, but must be our fight because 

we are the citizens”. He noted, further stating 

that “It has to be a collective engagement, so we 

cannot just stay in Abuja and be talking to the 

people via media. Hence, we designed an 

initiative called Local Government Assembly; 

where we will go to local communities and 

gather members form women groups, youth, 

civil society groups, traditional rulers and other 

stakeholders in those communities. We will 

engage them directly at two levels, in English 

and their local language so as to enhance the 

credibility of the information we will be 

passing across and elicited feedback will be 

transmitted to government.” 

He stressed that while it is important for 

journalists to query government on corruption 

related issues, the people should be the ones 

asking the questions, demanding answers and 

holding government accountable. 

He however restated his commitment to work 

with civil society organizations in areas of 

corruption, nation building challenges and 

local government initiatives.  

Ezenwa Nwagwu, Co-Convener of Say No 

Campaign Nigeria had earlier noted that there is 

a personality cult around the anti-corruption 

fight and therefore, there is a need for citizens to 

own and drive the anti-corruption fight since 

they are the victims of the consequences of 

corruption. 

He lamented the scourge of abandoned projects 

littered all over the country and the colossal 

waste of resources used in servicing loans 

reportedly taken for financing those projects and 

called for government to initiate a policy that 

will ensure continuity in the implementation of 

government projects. He also emphasized the 

need for citizens to pressurize government to 

ensure justice for victims of sexual abuses; 

notably rape and sexually violated victims in 

Internally Displaced Persons' camps as reported 

by Human Rights Watch. 

“It is the responsibility of citizens to make sure 

that corruption is fought because they are the 

direct victims of the consequences of 

corruption. If you go to the North East where 

people are taking advantage of the misfortune of 

other citizens, where officials share donations 

that are meant to preserve lives of Internally 

Displaced Persons, people who have been kept 

for protection at the IDPs themselves have been 

raped and as we speak, nothing has happened 

around those issues, and these perpetrators are 

people in uniforms.” He said.

“Government award contracts and dole out 
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money for them, only to go down the drain as 

projects are being abandoned because citizens 

are not getting involved.”

“Projects are abandoned because people allow 

them to be abandoned. Even if the contractors 

are foreigners, sometimes they are backed by 

Nigerians. We want to know who owns those 

contracts, why it is abandoned, at what cost they 

were awarded, and what we can do. Is there a 

law that makes it possible for projects not to be 

initiated until the old ones are completed and in 

good condition? These are some of the 

challenges that are going on and by partnering 

with NOA we can take this fight back to our 

people” he further noted.

Jaye Gaskia, also a co-convener of Say No 

Campaign Nigeria, stressed that citizens need to 

be empowered to ask relevant questions of its 

government and hold them accountable 

especially in areas of non-salary payment by 

state governments despite the negotiated 

bailouts issued. He added that, NOA should 

capitalize on its wide reach to promote the anti-

corruption fight by sensitizing citizens on the 

direct impact of corruption on daily lives and 

their role in curbing it.
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GOVERNMENT 
SHOULD 

BEGIN TO MAKE 
LIFE EASY 

FOR PEOPLE 

– DG NOA  

T
he Director-General of the National 

Orientation Agency; Garba Abari has 

urged the Nigerian government to 

make life easy for the people in other to win 

back their trust and encourage citizen 

participation in governance. 

He made this plea while speaking on Say No 

Campaign Nigeria's weekly #DoroCorruption 

radio program on Wazobia FM. According to 

him, public leaders need to lead by example, be 

responsible to the people, follow the rule of law 

and practice due process in carrying out their 

mandate. 

He said that the fight against corruption involves 

the collective action of both government and 

citizens, therefore, as citizens utilize every tool 

to demand accountability from public leaders, 

government also need to complement their 



accountability from public officials.  

Additionally, he further advised citizens, 

especially those in the grassroots to organise 

themselves into groups and unify their voices to 

collectively demand for delivery of services in 

their community; adding that, community 

group meetings should be productive, and 

members should deliberate on communal needs 

which they can present to their representative 

and ensure delivery. 

In the event of non-delivery of services or 

projects for which fund are released, Mr. Garba 

strongly advised citizens to unify their voices as 

a group to question their officials and demand 

implementation of projects. And when citizens 

find out that money was siphoned, people 

should 'blow the whistle' on the culprit he 

maintained, emphasizing that citizens should 

utilize the whistleblowing policy by dialling the 

advertised number to report public officials 

found looting public funds.  

 Encouraging citizens to also petition 

government agencies and 

p u b l i c  o f fi c e s  o n  a n y 

anomalies, malpractices or 

failure to attend to already 

submitted petitions; Mr. Garba 

also stressed the need for 

Nigerians to get it right from 

the point of election, insisting 

that citizens have the ultimate 

power to vote in credible 

leaders and this power must 

not be further compromised 

for petty momentary gains. 

effort by becoming responsible.

“Let government at all levels begin to lead by 

example. Public officials should view their 

positions as a form of public trust and avoid 

abusing it. When they begin to lead by example, 

be accountable to the people and responsible for 

their actions, citizens will begin to believe in 

government and will take the fight against 

corruption seriously. But when some looters are 

being anointed as sacred cows, government 

loses credibility. Government should respect 

the rule of law and apply equal treatment on 

anyone who breaches the law. Government also 

need to be able to fulfil its promises especially 

with the whistleblowing policy. Whatever 

percentage meant for the whistle-blower should 

be given to encourage citizen participation. 

Above all, government should begin to make 

live easy for people, it is very important.” He 

opined.

He further urged citizens to utilize the Freedom 

of Information Act (FOI) as a viable tool to gain 

information that will assist in demanding for 
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Anti-Corruption Message. . . 

THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAINA’S REINSTATEMENT 
SHOULD RESIGN FOR THE SAKE OF INTEGRITY - Ezenwa Nwagwu

M
r. Ezenwa Nwagwu, co-convener 

of Say No Campaign Nigeria, has 

called on parties implicated in Mr. 

Abdulrasheed Maina's reinstatement into the 

Federal Civil Service to resign as that would be 

the most honourable thing to do. He 

emphasized the need for the President to save 

the current anti-corruption fight being carried 

out by his administration by dismissing the 

Minister of Justice and Attorney General of the 

Federation, the Director-General of the 

National Intelligence Agency, Head of Service 

and other persons involved in the scam. 

Mr. Nwagwu made the statement while 

speaking on the weekly #DoroCorruption radio 

program on Wazobia FM organized by Say No 

Campaign Nigeria. According to him, “if 

people have shame they should be resigning by 

now with the revelations coming from the 

House of Representatives investigative 

committee on Maina's reinstatement into the 

service. In a saner society where people have 

shame, we would have witnessed several 

resignations. The Permanent Secretary said he 

should be held responsible, yet he did not deem 

it fit to resign. If you know you are responsible 

for a scam, you don't need to be told to resign, 

you should honourably step aside. What we saw 

however, was people throwing tantrums and 

shifting blames while shamelessly clinging to 

their positions.”  

Mr. Ezenwa who frowned at the apparent lack of 

synergy among anti-corruption and security 

agencies, especially the Economic and Financial 

Crimes Commission (EFCC) and Department of 

States Securities (DSS), noted that it is 

impossible to fight corruption when government 

agencies charged with spearheading the fight are 

constantly antagonizing one another and not 

sharing information.

He stated that this only rubbishes the anti-

corruption fight, saying, government should 

ensure a more collaborative effort among the 

agencies to advance the fight, further adding 



that,  there should be an inter-agency 

consultative committee on corruption that 

meets regularly to share information and 

discuss issues that advance the fight. 

Additionally, Mr. Ezenwa condemned the role 

of the DSS, the Attorney-General of the 

federation and the Minister of Justice in 

p r o v i d i n g  s a f e t y  a n d  m a i n t a i n i n g 

communication with a fugitive wanted for 

alleged fraud. He noted that such behaviour is 

not in the interest of the fight against corruption 

and Nigerians should collectively reject and 

contest it. 

He called on citizens to own the anti-corruption 

fight and not allow government hijack it for 

personal gains. According to him, citizens 
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should speak up against corrupt practices and 

march the streets in protest for accountability 

and justice because in the end, citizens are the 

most affected by corruption and therefore, must 

ensure the fight against corruption succeeds he 

said. 

In another development, Mr. Ezenwa Nwagwu 

accused the Federal Government of conspiring 

to render the Code of Conduct Bureau 

ineffective, by neglecting the inauguration of its 

board members to make the bureau more 

effective. He further advised that the Code of 

Conduct Bureau is vested with enough 

constitutional power that if made to function 

adequately and effectively can sanitize the entire 

system and reduce corruption to its barest 

minimum. 

 

 

ANTICORRUPTION FIGHT SHOULD FOCUS ON PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
RATHER CORRECTIVE MEASURE  -  JAYE GASKIYA

R
enowned activist, Mr. Jaye Gaskiya 

has faulted the current strategy of the 

anti-corruption fight, stressing that 

the anti-corruption fight needs to focus on 

preventive measures. He made the statement 

while speaking on Say No Campaign's weekly 

radio program; #DoroCorruption on Wazobia 

Fm Abuja.  According to him, if government is 

serious about fighting corruption, the focus 

should be on each organ of government taking 

their constitutional responsibilities seriously, 

coordinating and collaborating with one 

another. 

A real fight against corruption should adopt a 

societal approach, which is an all government 

and society approach. All the arms of 

government must be on the same page and must 

be playing mutual reinforcing role in the fight. 

All of government includes the arms and tiers of 



government. There should be coordination and 

mutual collaborations which is in joint 

planning, training, deployment and joint 

operations he said.

The anti-corruption strategy should include 

preventive measures rather than corrective 

measures he said. All the organ of the Executive 

Arm that could help in prevention, such as the 

Auditor General of the Federation and the 

Accountant General's Office, who are able to 

flag red flags, should collaborate. If we do that, 

we would be nipping corruption in the bud 

before it grows to a large scale. We have the 

legislature in particular which performs 

o v e r s i g h t  f u n c t i o n s  a s  o n e  o f  i t s 

responsibilities. The purpose of the oversight 

function is to insist that resources are released 

as appropriated and spent on what was 

appropriated for. What greater function in terms 

of preventing corruption can that be? But 

unfortunately, the oversight function has 

become a key element in the corruption wheel, 

Mr. Gaskiya noted.

He also noted that an all society approach of 

fighting corruption requires citizens to drive the 

process. But due to the mistrust in government 

institutions, citizens are disengaged from 

governance. According to him, disengagement 

from governance is a coping mechanism 

employed to  avoid  dea l ing  wi th  the 

inefficiencies of government. However, the 

adverse effect has remained an untold level of 

corruption and impunity seating deep in the 

country. 

He further added that, citizens are yet to 

understand the full impact of corruption on 

their lives. It is important for Nigerians to 

understand that they actually need to get 

involved he added. Disengagement from the 

public domain is a coping strategy to condone 

governance failure he maintained, stressing 

that, it is a coping mechanism that is now 

complicating and making it impossible for 

governance to deliver because we have 

dissociated ourselves from those that we have 

entrusted the responsibility of administering our 

society to. We allow them do whatever they like, 

that it has now gotten to the level of impunity. 

Nigerians must get back to the public space and 

take ownership of it. It is a space where 

decisions are made, where processes are put in 

place that directly impact on our lives and 

Nigerians cannot afford to avoid that space he 

concluded saying.

While he encouraged political leaders to engage 

and be responsible to their citizens who have 

entrusted them with representative roles, he 

however advised citizens to actively engage 

their representatives and ensure they remain 

accountable to the masses by employing all 

viable tools available in making their demands. 

According to him, besides rallies and protests, 

citizens can also employ the services of public 

complaint commissions and litigations to hold 

public officials accountable. He advised that the 

anti-corruption fight should be a culture within 

governance rather than a program. People 

should always do the right thing.

Additionally, he noted that a pivotal omission in 

the anti-corruption fight is the absence of a 

development strategy that maps out how 

recovered funds will be channelled back to the 

society, meeting immediate infrastructural 

needs and essential services, thereby enabling 

citizens to feel the direct impact of the anti-

corruption fight. Maintaining that, the strategy if 

factored into the anti-corruption fight would 

improve citizen participation and trust in the 

campaign.  
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1      Revelation of the grand conspiracy among government security agencies, Attorney General of the 
federation and other top government functionaries in Abdulrasheed Maina's appearance,  
reinstatement, promotion, sack and disappearance, including the release of mischievous videos.

2        The inconclusive case of the arrest of Ayo Oke by relevant agencies for prosecution over 
allegations of looted funds found at his Ikoyi residence.

3    The yet to be prosecuted secretary to the Government of the federation, Babachir Lawal, whose       
case is gradually fizzling out in a conspiracy of silence.

4    The inability to repatriate Diezani Alison Madueke to face prosecution over allegations of massive 
looting.

5    The allegation of unaccounted 10Billion naira monthly funds collected by the Inspector General 
of police, Ibrahim Idris, on behalf of the Nigeria Police Force, from special assignment.

6        Unequipped Aso clinic despite the allocated 400billion naira.

HIGHLIGHT OF  HIGH PROFILE INCONCLUSIVE 
CORRUPTION CASES.


